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YOUR LEADERSHIP STYLE

New demands are being placed upon school principals as a consequence

of the expanding research on effective schools and the reports from natto:)al

commissions which point oLOucational management as an important key to

successful schools.. In fact, the growing research base on effective schools

highlights the principal as the key to success. And the National Commission

on Excellence in Education specifically mentions the active leadership role

necessary for school principals. As a result, more attention is b .:ing paid

the development of a wider variety of training adpreaches for educational

administrators.

Outside education, the field of management development has. exploded

with a broad range of approaches. But it is only recently that educational

management is being studied as vigorously. Yet management processes of

planning, organizing, directing, and motivating are vital whether the

organization be a school or a high technology industry (Yukl,

This module is an effcirt to begin to address the issues emerging from

to

recent studies and trends. It is the first of a series of two modules. Module

One, "Your Leadership Style," addresses one of several critical areas

identified in current management development practice, leader behavior and

styles. Module Two will be devoted to "School Analysis and Climate:

Creating Conditions for Effectiveness."

These modules are developed as training guides and include a what you

need to know section, learning activities, resource materials, sample training

designs, references, and a bibliography.



"Your Leadership Style" utilizes the Hersey-Blanchard approach to

leadership styles and is appropriate for those professionals who supervise the

work of others in a group setting. In education, it has been used effec".'irelli

to look at building principal-faculty relationships ,--Snperintendent-goverring

board relationships, and teacher-student relationships (Hersey & Blanchard,

1982) .

Module One Outline

The following outline describes the goals of Module One and provides a
brief overview of the major content areas:

Goals

Introduce the concept of leadership behavior, both theoretically and
practically;

Give participants some information about their own leadership style
when they are directing the work of others: and

Provide a model and framework for assessing behaviors in work
settings.

Content

What You Need to Know:

an introduction to leader behavior theory
- discussion of situational leadership

an explanation of the Hersey-Blanchard model
discussion of maturity and motivation

Learning Activities and Handouts

Handout #1 - A Scoring and Interpretation Workbook
- Handout $2 - Five Case Studies

Handout #3 A Leadership Style Role Play

Related Activities

Resource Materials

References and Bibliography
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Understanding one's own leader behavior is only one aspect of leader-

ship, however it has been identified as a major component in professional

development for the practicing education administrator.

Leaders are expected to lead, to provide a sense of
direction, to motivate others toward attainment of goals,
and to build consensus. We need to help people become
sensitive to style flexibility, alternative models of leader
behavior, and what they imply for practitioners (Cawelti,
1982).

This module has been developed in an attempt to begin this process.

1
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What You Need: To Know

Introduction to Leader Behavior Theory
Cif

Every successful organization has one major attribute that sets it apart

from unsuccessful ones: dynamic and effective leadership (Hersey &

Blanchard, 1982) . It has been pointed, out that managers are the most basic

and scarcest resource of any enterprise (Drucker, 1954) . There is a

continual search for persons who have the necessary ability to lead effec-
t,

tively. This is true in public education; it is not, that we lack people to fill

administrative positions, but rather there is a scarcity of people who are

willing and able to assume significant leadership responsibilities and get thes

job done effectively.

:S a difficult task to define leadership because it can mean different

thi.6s to different people. George R. Terry (1960) defines leadership as

"Vie activity of influencing people to strive willingly for group objectives"

(p. 493) . Harold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell (1959) state in their definition

that "leadership is influencing people to follow in the achievement of a common

goal" (p. 435).

A review of the literature reveals that most management writers today

agree that leadership is "the process of influencing the activities of an indi-

vidual or -a group in efforts toward goal achievement in a given situation"

(Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 83). A common thread whicli runs through all
4

these definitions is the concept of influence-that a .leader attempts to influ-

ence the behavior of others. From this, it can be inferred that leadership

can take plaCe in all socialttings. The focus of this module, however, is

on leadership in the formal organization, for example, a school or school

district.
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When it comes to the study of leadership behavior, years of research

have proven nothing conclusively about traits or characteristics. At one time

it was thought that there were a set of personal qualities that were essential

for effective leadership and that these inherent qualities were transferable

from one situation to another. Literature reviews of this trait approach to

leadership had not revealed significant findings (Gibb, 1954) , Eugene E.

Jennings conclu ed that 50 years of study have failed to produce one

personality trait or set of qualities that can be used to discriminate leaders

and non-leaders (Jennings, 1961)1 Leadership is a dynamic process and

varies from situation to situation yiith changes in leaders, followers and

situations (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).

Recent researc in educational leadership suggests some re-emergence of

the trait theories as ell as ideas about competencies and behaviors of educa-

tional leaders. The National Association of Secondary School Principals

(NASSP) has developed 13 skills necessary for school leadership. A study

conducted by the McBer Company produced 14 critical competencies and

researchers Caroline Persell and Peter Cookson identified 9 recurrent

behaviors of effective principals. Being analytical, commitment to educational

values and high standards, participatory style, ability to communicate, and

organizational ability are some examples of the skills and behaviors' this

research has produced. This research has been provocative but not

conclusive. Research on school effectiveness and school improvement reveals

that a variety of styles can be successful and that content is a dominant

factor in determining what works. This suggests an underlying theme, that

of the need to "understand the dynamics of any particular situation" (NASSP,

1982, p. \TM).

5
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Situational Leadership /Situational leadership focuses on observable behavior with emphasis on

the interaction between the leader and the group members and the environ-

ment. This focus suggests that leadership effectiveness can be.increas!d

through training and development and is, therefore, a learnable skill.

Leadership involves accomplishing goals with and through people.

Therefore, the leader must b,e concerned about task accomplishment and

human relationships (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).

The notion of concern for task accomplishment and human relationships

stems from the Ohio. State Leadership Stpdies which were initiated in 19 15 by

the Bureau of Business Research at Ohio State University. The objecti es of

these studies were to attempt to identify various dimensions of leader

behavior (Stogdill & Coons, 1957): Research in these studies, defining

leadership as the behavior of an individual when directing the activities of a
gr'oup.,toward goal attainment, narrowed the description of leader behavior to

two dimensions: Initiating structure and consideration (Stogdill & Coons,

1957). Initiating structure refers to leader behavior in "delineating the

relationship between himself and members of the work group and in endeavor-
ing to establish well defined patterns of organization, channels of communica-

tion, and methods of procedure" (Stogdill & Coons, 1957). Consideration, on

the other hand refers to these behaviors "indicative of friendship, mutual

trust, respect and warmth in the relationship between the leader and the
members of his staff" -(Halpin, 1959, p. 4).

In the mid-1960s, several educational studies were initiated that investi-
gated the use and effectiveness of these dimensions in educational settings:

Among the most important findings are those of KeJer and Andrews indicating

6 11



that the consideration and structure of principals is significantly related to

academic achievement of students. Their research suggests that the

consideration and initiating structure of principals exert an impact on the

attainment of students in the learning situation (Keeler & Andrews, 1963).

The consideration and structure patterns of behavior are important

because "they produce different.effects on the behavior and expectations of

the follower" (Stogdill, 1974, p. 141).

Robert R. Blake and Jane S. Mouton utilized these concepts in the

development of their Managerial Grid. Presented in the M?nagerial Grid are

five types of leadership styles based on different combinations of the two

basic dimensions, concern for task accomplishment/production, and concern

for relationship/people (Blake & Mouton, 1964, 1978). Figure 1 represents

the Blake Mouton Managerial Grid.
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Figure 1. The Managerial Grid. (The data in this figure are from Blake &
Mouton, 1964, 1978.)



The five leadership styles are:

Task 9-1 In the lower right hand corner of the grid, a
maximum concern .for production is combined with a
minimum concern for people. A' principal acting
under these assumptions concentrates on maximizing
production by exercising power and authority and
achieving control over teachers and staff through
compliance.

Country Club 1-9 Here a minimum concern for production is coupled
with a maximum concern for people. A principal
acting under these assumptions pays primary atten-
tion to -promoting good feelings among teachers,
staff, and colleagues.

Impoverished 1-1

Middle Road 5-5

Team 9-9

A minimum concern for bcth production and people
Characterizes this style. The 1-1 principal exerts
only the minimum efforts -':o get the required work
accomplished.

This is the middle of the road style or the get
along to ,get along approacii. This principal
believes in organizational man management, which
means getting out the required work and
maintaining morale at a satisfactory level.

Production and people concerns are 'integrated at a
high level. This is a team approach. A principal
utilizing this approach is achievement oriented and
seeks to gain results of high quality and quantity
through participation; involvement, and commitment

Blake and Mouton believe, hoirever, that there is one leader style which

is preferable...9-9, Team Management.

In the leadership models developed by Paul Hersey and Kenneth H.

Blanchard, task behavior and relationship' behavior are used to describe the

basic diinensions of leader behavior, structure, and consideration. Their

model presents four basic styles made up of combinations of those _dimensions

(Hersey & Blanchard, 1982). Leadership style is defined as the behavior

pattern that person exhibits when attempting to influence the activities of

others ". (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982; p. 96). A person's leadership style

8 13



involves some combination of task and relationship behaviors. These

behaviors are defined as:

Task Behavior--The extent to which leaders are likely to
organize and define the roles of the members of their group
(followers); to explain what activities each is to do and when,
where, and how tasks are to be accomplished; characterized by
endeavoring to establish well-defined patterns of organization,
channels of communication, and ways of getting jobs accom-
plished.

Relationship Behavior--The extent to which leaders are likely
to maintain personal relationships between themselves and
members of their group (followers) by opening up channels of
communication, providing socioemotional support, "psychological
strokes," and facilitating behaviors. (Hersey & Blanchard,
1982, p. 96)

Figure 2 represents the four baic leadership styles as developed by

Hersey ancriMschard.

0

High Relationship

Low Task

Low Task ..

Low Relationship

(Low)

High Task

High Relationship

High Task

Low Relationship.

Task Behavior
jp,, (High)

Figure 2. Four Basic Leadership Styles. (The data in this figure are fromHersey & Blanchard, 1982.)
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The high task-low relationship style is characterized by the leader

defining roles, goals, and the. how, whens, and wheres of the task. It

emphasizes structure and directive behavior. The high task-high relationship
style is also characterized by directive behavior with the addition of

CI

supportive behavior with two-way communication. Supportive, non-directive
behavior with a lot of two-way communication, shared decision making and

active listening describes the high task-high relationship, style. The low

task-low relationship style offers little support or direction. This is a "leave
them alone" style.

William J. Reddin, in his 3-D Management Style Theory, added an effec-
tiveness dimension to the situational approach, recognizing that effectiveness
of leadership depends upon how leadership style relates with the situation in
which it occurs. According to Reddin, the leadership model "must allow that

a variety of styles may be effective or ineffective dep ending on the situation"
(Reddin, 1970, p. 13).

In the Hersey-Blanchard model, an effectiveness dimension was added to

integrate the concepts of leadership styles with det\anyity of a specific environ-
ment. "When the style of a leader is appropriate to a given situation, it is
termed effective; when the style is inappropriate to a given situation, it is

termed ineffective." (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 97)

Any of the basic leadership styles may be effective or ineffective

depending on the situation in which it's used. "The difference between the
effective and ineffective styles is often not the actual behavior of the leader
but the appropriateness of this behavior to the environment in which it is
used" (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 97).- Table 1 shows how the

Hersey-Blanchard basic leader behavior styles may be seen by others when
they are effective or ineffective-(Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).

10



Table 1

How the Basic Leadership Behavior Styles May be Seen
by Teachers and Staff When they Are Effective or Ineffective
(The data in this table are from Hersey & Blanchard; 1982)

Basic Styles Effective Example Ineffective Example

High Task and Seen as having A principal Seen as A principal
Low well-defined meeting with a imposing meeting with a
Relationship methods for new, inexperi- methods on group of
Behavior accomplishing enced teacher others; experienced

goals that are and reviewing sometimes seen teachers to toll
helpful to the policies and as unpleasant them how to
teachers and procedures for and interested run their
staff. maintaining only in homeroom

attendance short-term periods.
records. output.

High Task and Seen as A new principal Seen as A principal is
High satisfying the steps into an initiating more considering a
Relationship needs of the efficiently run structure than major
Behavior group fOr school. The is needed by scheduling.

setting goals principal wants the group and change. The
and organizing to maintain the often appears department
work, but also efficiency but not to he heads agree
providing high build in more genuine in with the new
levels of flexibility, so interpersonal approach and
support. he/she gets the relationships. have :1 good

immediate record of
subordinate working
group involved together and
but makes sure accomplishing
standards are tasks. The
maintained. principal elicits

their resporv;es
but directs the
change
him/herself.

High Seen as having A group of Seen as The principal is
Relationship and implicit trust in department primarily heading a
Low Task people and as chairpersons interested in . district-wide
Behavior being primarily are having harmony; task force.

concerned with trouble making sometimes seen The group is
facilitating their some budgetary as unwilling to not clear on its
goal , decisions. This accomplish a goals, and while
accomplishment. group has made task if it risks' the group has

these kinds of disrupting a the potential to
decisions in the relationship or do the job,
past. So the losing "good meetings have
principal encour- person" image. turned into
ages and social
supports them, gatherings.
stays available The principal,
but does not tries to involve
make their the group in
decision. goal clarifi-

cation, but
mainly maintains
the present
affect of group.

Low Seen as appro- Curriculum Seen as A group of
Relationship and priately delega- guides are due providing little department
Low Task ting to subordi- by a certain structure or chairpersons
Behavior nates decision date. The socioemotional cannot solve a

about how the principal support when problem
work should be notifys the needed by themselves
done and provi- department members of the regarding
ding little heads of the group. scheduling.
socioemotional deadlines. The principal
support where does not assiqt.
little is needed 11 16
by the group.



Studies suggest that there is no best style of leadership but rather that

effective leaders modify their behavior to meet the need.; of their followers

and their particular environment (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982). There is a

range of styles available for the leader who is concerned about increasing his

or her effectiveness. This leaves the practicing or aspiring manager, or in

this case, school official with four questions:

How do I diagnose a situation in order to select an
appropriate style?0

What is my style? Do I use one style more than any
other? How can I find out?

Am I flexible enough to be able to vary my style when
the situation changes?

If I don't have that flexibility to change my leadership
behavior, can I learn them or compensate in other
ways? (Finch, Jones, Litterer, 1976)

The Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership Model: An Indepth Explanation

Hersey and Blanchard have developed an approach to situational leader-

ship that offers a framework for addressing the questions raised earlier. The

theory provides an approach for diagnosing situations and selecting appro-

priate styles. Situational leadership is accepting the premise that there is no

one best way to influence people and it is:

based on an interplay among (1) the amount of guidance and
direction (task behavior) a leader gives; (2) the amount of
socioemotional support (relationship behavior) a leader pro-
vides; and (3) the readiness maturity level that followers
exhibit in performing a specific task, function or objective.
(Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 150)

The maturity or readiness level of the group is basic to this concept.

Maturity is defined as "the ability and willingness of people to take respon-

sibility for directing their own behavior. These variables of maturity should

be considered only in relation to a specific task to be performed" (Hersey &

12 1'7



Blanchard, 1982, p. 151) . A person or group of persons are not mature or

immature in a total or personal sense but rather in relation to a specific task

or function, hence the term, task relevant maturity. Fof example, a teacher

may be very responsible about submitting course outlines but negligent about

submitting material requisitions. It would be appropriate for this teacher's

supervisor to leave the teacher alone regarding the course outlines, but to

supervise more closely in terms of the requisitions so the teacher has the

materials for teaching the course.

Leaders also have to understand that they may have to behave differently

with individual members of their group than they behave with the group as a

whole (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982) . A school principal may utilize one style

when working out a curriculum problem with a certain department chairperson
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Figure 3. An illustration of the Hersey-Blanchard Model of Situational
Leadership. (The data in this figure are from Hersey & Blanchard, 1982. )
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and utilize a completely different style when working with the group of

chairpersons planning for curriculum changes.

Which style_ a leader should use depends on the task relevant maturity of

the people the leader is attempting to influence (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).

Figure 3 is an illustration of The Hersey-Blanchard Model of Situational

Leadership. It demonstrates the relationship between task relevant maturity

and the appropriate leadership style to be utilized as the followers move from

immaturity to maturity. The style of the leader for the different levels of

follower maturity is portrayed by the prescriptive curve going through the

four leadership quadrants.

Each of the four leadership styles--high task and low relationship or

telling, high task and high relationship or selling, high relationship and low

task or participating, low; relationship and low task or delegating--is a

combination task and relationship behavior (Hersey .& Blanchard, 1982). For

review, task behavior is:

the extent to which a leader provides direction for people-
telling them what to do, when to do it, where to do it, and
how to do it. It means setting goals for them and defining
roles.

Relationship behavior is: _

the extent to which a leader engages in two-way communication
with people--providing support, -encouragement, "psychological
strokes," and facilitating behaviors. It means actively
listening to people and supporting their efforts.

Each maturity level calls for a leadership style which is the right

combination of task behavior and relationship behavior.

Table 2 illustrates each maturity level and corresponding leadership

style.

Low maturity calls for telling. Followers on this level of the maturity

continuum are unable and unwilling (M1) to do the task. Their unwillingness

19
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Table 2
Maturity LevelS and Appropriate Leadership Styles

(The data in this table are from Hersey & Blanchard, 1982)

MATURITY LEVEL APPROPRIATE STYLE

, M4

High Maturity
. Able/Competent

and
Willing/Confident

S4

Delegating
Low Relationship

/ and
Low Task Behavior

M3

Moderate to ,,

High Maturity
Able but Unwilling

or Insecure

S3

Participating
High Relationship

and
Low Task Behavior

M2

Low to
Moderate Maturity

linable but Willing or Confident

S2

Selling
High Task

High Relationship., Behavior

M1

Low Maturity
Unable and Unwilling

or Insecure

S1

Telling
High Task

Low Relationship Behavior

may be the result of their insecurity or lack of understanding of the task.

The directive telling style (S1) provides clear directions. It is characterized

by the leader defining roles and telling people what, how, when, and where

to do various tasks. It emphasizes directive behavior. This is a high task

Selling is a high task and high relationShip style. It is most appropriate

for iollowers on the low to moderate maturity continuum. These followers arc

and low relationship style.

unable but willing (M.2). They have the motivation but not the skills. A

15
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leader using S2 or selling prevides direction and information to address the

lack of ability, and offers supportive behavior to maintain and reinforce the

follower's motivation and enthusiasm. "This style is called selling because

most of the direction is still provided by the leader. Yet, through two-way

communication and explanation, the leader tries to get the followers

psychologically to buy into desired behaviors."

Participating is for moderate to high maturity. Followers at this level of

the maturity continuum are able but unwilling (M3) to 'clo the job. People at

this level are often competent but unmotivated. The leader must It open the

door (two-way communication and active listening) to support the follower's

efforts to use the ability he already has" (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p.

153) .

A supportive, non-directive approach may be the most appropriate,

involving high relationship and low task behaviors. This style is called

participating (S3) because "the leader and follower share in decision making,

with the main role of the leader being facilitating and communicating" (Hersey

& Blanchard, 1982, p. 153).

High maturity is best served by delegating. People at this maturity

level are both willing, able (M4) , and confident to take responsibility.

Followers at this level are independent and may not need much supportive

behavior but in fact will thrive on being able to work independently. A

delegating style (S4) offers little direction and support. This style is a low

task and low relationship style.

The key is using situational leadership successfully is to assess the task

relevant maturity level of followers and to behave as the model prescribes.

Implicit is the notion that the leader should assist his or her followers to

grow and this development of followers can be done by ,modifying leader

L3
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behavior through the four styles along the prescriptive curve (Hersey RI

Blanchard, 1982). What the theory suggests is that for an immature group,

high task and low relationship behaviors will be effective for that task. An

increase Of follower maturity should be met with additional leader reinforce-

ment, guidance, and support. Finalfy, when the group as the capacity and

willingness to get the task done effectively and creatively, the 'appropriate

leader behavior is to leave that group alone, decreasing controls and sup-

port.

Understanding Maturity and Motivation

Better understanding of maturity may be assisted by reviewing two
__-

concepts of motivation that can 'be integrated into Situational Leadership;

Maslow's hierarchy of needs and Herzberg's hygiene factors and motivators.

Abraham Maslow developed a framework that helps explain the strength

of certain needs. According to .Maslow,, there is a hierarchy into which

human needs are arranged and when those needs are satisfied, they no longer

serve as motivators of behavior (Maslow, 1954). Figure 4 represents Maslow's

hierarchy.

Self Actualization

Esteem

Social

Safety L
Physiological

Figurc, 4. Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. (The data in this figure are from
Maslow, 1954.
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The physiological needs are shown first (going from right to left)

because they tend to have the highest strength until they are somewhat

s'atisfied. These are basic needs such as food, clothing, and shelter. When

these needs are fulfilled, other needs become important.

Once The physiological needs become fulfilled, safety or security needs

emerge. This is a need to be free from fear of physical danger and concern

for the future.

Social or affiliation needs emerge after physiological and security needs

are fairly well satisfied. This is the need to belong and be accepted by

others.

The need for esteem and recognition appears next on the hierarchy.

Satisfaction of the esteem need results'in feelings of self confidence and

prestige. People feel that they are useful and have some affect on their

environment.

Self-actualization, the final level of the hierarchy is the need to maximize

one's potential, the desire to become what one is capable of becoming, to be

competent. 7-^

The hierarchy does not necessarily follow the pattern set forth by

Maslow, nor does it apply universally. Also, one level of need does not need

to be completely satisfied in order for another need to appear.

Frederick Herzberg (1966), in studies done at the University of

Pittsburgh, concluded that people have two different categories of needs

which he called hygiene factors and motivators. According to the

Motivation-Hygiene Theory, hygiene factors describe people's environment and

serve the primary function of preventing job dissatisfaction. Motivators are

satisfying factors that in olve feelings of achievement, professional growth,

18 23



and challenge. Satisfied hygiene factors tend to eliminate dissatisfaction but

do little to motivate an individual to superior performance. Satisfaction of

motivation will permit an individual to grow and develop. "Hygiene factors

affect an individual's willingness or motivation and motivators impact ...n

individual 4,1bility" (Hersey & Blanchard. 1982, p..59).

When Maslow's hierarchy and Herzberg's Hygiene Motivation Theory, are

combined, Maslow's physiological, safety, social, and part of esteem needs are
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Figure 5. Relationship among Situational Leadership, Maslow's Hierarchy of
Needs, and Herzberg's Motivation-Hygiene Theory. (The data in this table
are from Hersey & Blanchard, 1982.)
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hygiene factors while self actualization and esteem/recognition are classified as

motivators . Both these frameworks can be integrated in Situational Leader-

ship in terms of their relationship to maturity levels (Hersey & Blanchard,

1982) . Figure 5, demonstrates the relationship among Situational Leadership;

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs, and Herzberg's Motivation-Hygiene Theory

(Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 296),.

An example of this integrated relationship is provided in the illustration

that follows. A principal of an urban school has two distinctly different

teachers with whom he or she is working. One teacher is experienced and

concerned about growth and challenge (motivators esteem /recognition) , the

other teacher is new and concerned about the unruly students (hygiene

factors-physiological and safety needs). The principal, using the partici-

pating style, may nominate the former to be a master teacher. In the case of

the latter, review the teachers' handbook and discipline code, utilizing the

telling or selling style.

This theory is not absolute, nor is it scientific in the sense that action

A will always produce results B. It is a framework for practitioners to use

in the context of working with and through people, and in this particular

case, in terms of their relation to maturity levels and the selection of an

appropriate leader style (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).

To determine which leadership style to use in any situation, the leader

must first assess the task relevant maturity level of the group, for example,

ability, and willingness or motivation, and secondly, using the prescriptive

curve, select a leadership behavior appropriate to the followers' maturity

level. It is important to remember that maturity is limited to the context of

task relevant follower behaviors. One's leadership style will not only change
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as the maturity level develops, it will also be affected by the introduction of

new tasks.

Earlier, leadership was defined as working "with and through people,"

and the Hersey-Blanchard approach is one which emphasizes the utilization of

human resources. This approach is obvious in, how Hersey-Blanchard have

defined maturity. There may be, however, situational variables in the work

setting that are not so directly related to maturity. The time factor, or

limited financial resources, issues related to sexi.An, or racism are some

examples.

No model can addr ass all the possibilities that might occur in any partic-

ular 'setting . This model offers an approach to- observing one's own be'n,vior

in a leadership situation.
ti

Instrumentation

The LEAD-Self instrument was designed to measure self perception of

three aspects of leader behavior: style, flexibility, and adaptability (Hersey

& Blanchard, 1982). The instrument contains 12 leadership situations followed

by 4 possible courses of action. Each course of actions responds to 1 of the

4 basic leadership styles. The respondent is asked to select the response

which would reflect how he or she would respond in that situation. The

instrument take-s 15-20 minutes to administer and is self scoring.

Another instrument which is designed to measure perceptions of

leadership style is the LBA-Leader Behavior Analysis. This instrument has

*
LEAD-Self Manual by John F. Greene is available through the Center for

Leadership Studies, Escondido, California, and includes a discussion of the
leadership model, format.of the' scale, chaKacte-tistics of the measures,
standardization procedures, estimates of reliability,- and normative information.
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been developed by Kenneth Blanchard, Ronald Hambleton , Drea Zig armi , and

Douglas Forsyth. This instrument contains 20 situations followed by various

courses of action which, respond to the 4 basic leadership styles.

The person taking either instrument will receive information about

dominant leadership style, supportive style(s), style flexibility--the ability to

use different leader behaviors, and effectiveness--the ability to accurately

assess the situation and choose the appropriate response.

These instruments are not an evaluation of a person's leadership ability,

nor should they be used as such. They can offer the user some information

about his or her style in a given setting and provide a framework for looking

at one's behavior and flexibility. For those interested in pursuing the study

of their leadership style, Hersey-Blanchard have developed a companion

instrument, the LEAD-Other. The instrument is completed by the followers

and it can give the leader the opportunity to explore self perception of style

in relation to follower perception.

o.
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Handout -#1
A Scoring and Interpretation Workbook

Handout #1 materials were reproduced from The 1976 Annual Handbook for
Group Facilitators, J.W. Pfeiffer and J.E. Jones (Eds.), University
Associates, Inc., San Diego, California: These materials may be freely
reproduced for educational/training activities. This permission statement is
limited to the reproduction of materials for educational/training events.
Systematic or large-scale reproduction or distribution--or inclusion of items in
publications' for sale--may be done only with prior written permission.



LEAD SCORING AND INTERPRETATION WORKBOOK

STYLE

Vow- leadership style (Hersey & Blanchard, 1972, pp. 82-83; 110-112) is the consistent pattern of
behavior that you exhibit when you attempt to influence the activities of people. This behavior
has been developed over time and is what others learn to recognize as you, the leader, as your
style, or as your leadership personality. Others expect and can even predict certain kinds of behav-
ior from you. The pattern. generally, involves either task behavior or relationship behavior, or some
combination of both. These two types of behavior are central to the concept of leadership style.

Fmk lichariar: The extent to which a leader organizes and defines the roles of individuals and members of his or
her group by explaining what activities each is to do as well as when. where and how tasks are to be accomplished.
It is further characterized by the extent to %loch a leader defines patterns of organi/ation, formalizes channels of
communication, and specifies ways of getting jobs accomplished.

Belot ion.vhip Behavior: The extent to which a leader engages in personal relationships with individuals or mem-t
hers (0f his or her vow: the amount I II %twit 1-r tnot io nal support and psychological strokes provided by the leader
.is well as the extent to %vliich, the leader engages in interpersonal communications and facilitating behaviors.
I Imes & Blanchard, 1972, pp. 82-83)1

rognititin of task and relationship as hvo important dimensions of leadership behavior
has ph% ((I an impnlant role in the work of managenient theorists over the last several decades.
.111,s, tttaa dimensions have been variously labeled, including such terminology as autocratic/
democratic. employee-oriented/production-oriented, and theory X/theory Y.

"Either/Or" Styles of Behavior
For some time, it was believed that task and relationship were -either/or" styles of leadership
behavior and, therefore, could be depicted on a continuum ranging from very authoritarian (task-
oriente(I) leadership behavior at one end to very democratic (relationship-oriented) leadership
behavior at the other (Tannenbaum & Schmidt, 1957)..

In more recent years, the feeling that task and relationship were -either/or- leadership styles
ha been dispelled. In particular, the leadership studies initiated in 1945 by the Bureau. of Busi-
ness Research at Ohio State University qnstioned this assumption (Stogdill & CoonS, 1957).

Observing the actual behavior of leaders in a wide variety of situations,- the Ohio State staff
(blind that leadership styles tended to vary considerably among leaders. Whereas the behavior'Of-
some leaders was basically task oriented in character, the behavior of others exhibited socio-
emotional support in terms of personal relationships. Other leaders' styles were characterized
I) both task behavior and relationship be.havior. There were even some individuals in leadership
positions whose behavior tended to pro% ide little structure or consideration.

No dominant style appeared; instead, various combinations of styles were evident. Thus,
,

it was determined that task and relationship were not -eitner/or leadership styles, as the author-
itarian-democratic continuum suggested. Instead. these patterns of leadership .behavior can be
plotted on two separate axes (see Figure 1). Use this figure to score your self-perceptions of your
leadership styles and your style range from the LEAD instrument.

DETERMINING LEADERSHIP STYLE

Your/Kreeption of your leadership style on the LEAD instrument can be determined in Figure
2. Clack the letter of the alternative action you chose for each situation and then total the number

.nn mod,1 is An .ifite.ton th of the Ohio State Ladership Studies. these 11,fina ions have heel adapted frtnn Stogdill and
Coons. -initiating Structure (task) and Consideration' (relationship) (1957. pp. 42.43!.
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Figure 1. Basic Leadership Behavior Styles

(High)

of times an action was used in each of the four subolumus. The alternative action choices for each
situation are not distributed alphabetically but ac-_-ording to the st.yle quadrant a particular action
alternative represents.

Quadrant scores from Figure 2 can be transferred to the basic leadership behavior styles in

Figure 1. The quadrant numbers in Figure.2 correspond to the quadrant numbers of the model,
as follows:

Quadrant (I)alternative action choices describe Quadrant 1. high Task and Low Relation-
ship Behavior.

Quadrant (2)zalternative action choices describe Quadrant 2. Iligh Task and High Rela-
tionship Behavior.

Quadrant (3)alternative action choices describe Quadrant :3. lligh Relationship and Low
Task Behavior.

Quadrant (4)alternative action choices describe Quadrant -1. I_Ai Relationship and Low
Task Behavior.

Enter the totals associated %yid] each of the four basic leadership styles in the boxs on
Figure 1.

Your dominant leadership style defined as the quadrant in %aid) the most responses fall.
Your supporting style (or styles) is the leadership style that you tend to use On occasion. The fre-
quency of responses in quadrants other than that of your dominant style suggests the number and
degree of supporting styles as you perceive them.-Ai least two responses in a quadrant are neces-
sary fOr a style to be considered a supporting style

Style Range

Your dominant style plus your supporting styles determine your style range (Fiersey& Blanhard,
1)72. pp. 121-122). hi essence, this is the extent to Which you perceive yOu ability to vary your
lea/leiship style.

ionr style rowi can be analyzed 1w examining the (piadrants in which your responses to the
LEA ) occurred in Figure 1 as %yell as thefrequencv of these orcurre-nces. If your responses fall
nol ru one quadrant, then You perceive the range of your beha%ior as limited; if your responses
fall in a number of quadrants, you perceive yourself as having a wide range of leadership behavior.

'Plc /976 Annual Handbook for Croup Facilitators
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Figure 2. Determining Leadership Style and Style Range

Tri-Dimensional Model

After identifying task and relationship as the two central aspects of leadership behavior, numerous
practitioners and writers tried to determine which of the four basic styles was the "best" style of
leadership, that is, the one that would be srtecessful in most situations. At one point, High Task/
High Relationship (Quadrant 2) .was considered the "best".style, while Low Task/Low Relation-
ship (Quadrant 4) was considered the "worst" style (Halpin, 1959; Blake & Mouton, 1964; Likert,
1961).

Yct, research evidence in the last decade clearly indicates that there is no single, all-purpose
leadership style (Korman, 1966;'Fiedler, 1967). Successful- leaders are those who can adapt their
behavior to 'mee t the demands of their own unique environment.

If the (mess of aleader's helia% ior style depends on the situation in which it is used,
it follows that any of the four basic styles in Figure 1 may be effective or ineffective depending on
the situation. The difference between the effective and the ineffective styles is often not the actual
behavior of a ldader, but the appropriateness of the behavior to the situation in which,4 is used.

In an attempt to illustrate this concept and to build on previous.work in leadership, an effec-
tiveness dimension was added to the task and relationship dimensions of earlier leadership models
to create the Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness Model' (Ilerseys & Blanchard, 1972, pp. 81-
87)2 presented in Figure 3. (Use this figure to integrate your self-perception scores of your leader-
ship style and style range with your perceived style adaptability from the LEAD instrument.)
This model was developed to help practitioners more accurately diagnose the appropriateness of
their leadership style (or styles) to specific situations.

'For a iliscm%ion of carly attempt-to add an dimension to the cast, and olationship dimensions, see W. J. Reddin.
The 3 -I) Nlanagencent Style Theory, Training and Derclainnnc Journal. April 1967, pp. N-17; see also W. J. Reddin, Afanagenseni
Effertibenevs. Neve York: N1cCraW-11ill, 1970.
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Figure 3. Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness Model

9

Style Adaptability
The degree to which leadership beha% mr is appropriate to the demands ofa given situation is called

st yle'adaptability (Hersey & Blanchard, 1972, pp. 121-123). Someone with a narrow style range can

I e effective over a long period of time if the leader remains in situations in which his style has a high

probability of success. Conversely. a person with a wide range of styles may he ineffective if these

beha% HIS are not consistent with the demands of the satiation. Thus slide rang(' is iu)I (is n'Irrant to

(.4Trutit-ettr.s., (Is is 8.tyli-adaplubility; u wide style rang(' will gust guarantee effcliceness.

Determining Style Adaptability
The degree of style adaptability or effectiveness that von indicate for yoursellas a leader can be
determined theoretically in Figure 4. Circle the score given each alternative action choice and
then calculate the total score as indicated.

A weighting of a +2 'to 2 is_based on behavioral science concepts, theories, and empirical
research. The leadership behavior with the highest Probability of success is always weighted a +2.
The behavior with the lowest probability of success is always weighted' a 2. The second-best
alternative is weighted a +1 and the third a

Alter determining your total scor -on style adaptability or eflectiveness. you can integrate
this score into the Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness Niodyl (Figure 3) by placing an arrov: (-0
along the ineffective (-1 to 24) or effective (+1 to 2-1) dimension of leadership model that

The 1976Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators
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Alternative Actions

A B C D

1 +2 -1 +1 -2
2 +2' -2 +1 -1

3 +1 -1 -2 +2

4 +1 -2 i-2 -1
inc 5 -2 +1 1.2 -1
0
..-
to 6 -1 +1 2 +2
3 .

in 7 -2 +2- -1 +1

8 +2 -1 -2 +1

9 -2 +1 +2 -1

10 +1 -2 -1 +2

11 -2 +2 -1 +1

12 -1 +2 -2 +1

Sub-
' Total

Figure 4. Determining Style Adaptability

Total

correspond's to your total score from Figure 4. At this time 'you may also want.to transfer your lead-
rship style and style range scores from-Figure 1.to Figure 3 so that all your LEAD data are located
together.

SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP THEORY

11u: weighting ola +2 to 2 is based on situational analysis using the Life-C,tle Theory of Leader-

ship' (Figure 5). This theoryis based on a relationship between the amount of direction (task behav-
ioaand the amount of so00-enuitionid support ( rejationship behavior) a leader provides, and the
followerN. level of "maturity.-

Followers. in situation are vital, not only because individually they accept or reject the
leader, but because as a group they actually determine the personal power of the leader.

Maturity of the Followers or Group
Maturity is defined in Life-Cycle Theory as the capacity to set high but attainable goals (achieve-
mem-motivation (McClelland et al., 1953, .1)61 )). willingness and ability to take responsibility,
and education and/or experience of an individual or a group. Tlise rariables uf maturity should be
considered only in relation to a specific tusk to be per-honed. That is. an individual'or a group is not

Trh(.. TIwury of Leadei ship %%as des eloped .it the Center for Leadership Studies. Ohio University. Athens. Ohio. it
teas first published in Hersey and Blanchard (1969).
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Figure 5. Life-Cycle Leadership Theory

mature or immature in any global sense, only in terms 4a specific'task. Thus a salesperson may be

very responsible in securing new sales, but very casual aliout completing the paper work necessary
to close a sale.

According to Life-Cycle Theory, as the level of maturity of followers continues to increase in
terms of accomplishing a specific task, leaders should begin to reduce their task behavior and in-
crease their relationship behavior ;nail the group is sufficiently mature for the leaders to decrease

their relationship behavior (socio-emotional support) as well. Thus,- this theory focuses on the
oppropriateneSS or effectiveness of leadership styles according to the task-relevant maturity of
the followers. This cycle can be illustrated by the bell-shaped curve juxtaposed over the four lead-
ership quadrants in Figure 5.

In 'Figure 5, the curvilinear function of the cycle would be portrayed on the effective side of
the Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness Model. To determine what style is appropriate with a
specific individual or, group, some benchmarks of maturity have been prided for determining
appropriate leadership style by dividing the maturity continuum into three categorieslow, mod-
erate, and high.

This theory of leadership states that with people who are low in maturity in terms of nem-
pliNhing a specific task, a high task style (Quadrant 1) has the highest probability of success; with
people who are of average maturity on a task, moderate structure and moderate -to -high soeio-
emotional style (Quadrants 2 and 3) appear to be most appropriate; a low-relationship and low,
task style (Quadrant 4) has the _highest probability of success with people of high 'task maturity.

The 1976 Annual Handbook for Croup facilitators .
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ANALYZING TOTAL SCORE

In the LEAD instrument, each of the twelve situations theoretically called fore of the four basic
leadership styles depicted in Figure 1. In each case, the situation described something about the
maturity level of a work group you might he working with in your role as a leader. Using the Life-
Cycle Theory of Leadership as the analytical tool, three of the sitUations demanded .1 High Task/
Low Relationship action (Quadrant 1), three require°. High Task/High Relationship choice
(Quadrant 2), three required a High Relationship/Low Task style (Quadrant 3), and finally three
asked for a Low Relationship/L,oW Task style (Quadrant 4).

Thus a yersim who picked the alternative with the highest probability in all twelve situations
would have indicated three style choices in each quadrant and would have received a +24 adapt-
ability or effectiveness score.

The situations in which you chose the theoretically "best" response will have +2 circled on
.Figure 4. Likewise, the situations in which You chose the theoretically "worst" response will have
2 circled. The situations in which a +1 is circled do not necessarily indicate a theoretically "bad"
choice but suggest there was a "better" choice (+2). On the other hand a 1 indicates an inappro-
priate choice but suggests there was a "worse"choice (-2).

MODIFYING LEVELS OF MATURITY

In attempting to help individuals or groups 'mature (i.e., encouraging them to take more and
more respulksibilit'. Ihr performing a specific task), a leader mast be careful not to delegate respon-
ibility and/or increase sOcio-emotional support too rapidly. If this occurs, the individual or group

may take advantage and view the leader as a "soft touch." Thus the leader must slowly encourage the
maturity of followers on each task that they must perform, using less task behavior and
more relationship behavior as they mature and bocome more willing and able to take responsi-
bility.

When an individual's performance is low on a specific task, one must not expect drastic changes.
overnight. For a desirable behavior to be obtained, a leader must immediately reward the slight- .
est behavior exhibited by the individual in the desired direction and, continue this process as the
individual's behavior comes closer and closer to the leader's,- expectations of good performance.
This is a behavior modification concept called positicely reinforcing successice approximations4

behavior.of a desired )e I
Far example, a sales manager Might want to move a salesperson through the cycle so that he

or she would assume significantly more responsibility. If,the salesperson is normally very depend-
ent on the manager to close a sale, the leader's best bet initially is to reduce some of the structure
or close supervision by giving the salesperson an opportunity to assume increased responsibility,
e.g., setting up the closing meeting. If this responsibility is well handled, the sales manager should
reinforce this behavior .with increases in socio-emotional.support,(relationship behavior): This is
a two,.Step process: first, a reduction in structure and, second, if adequate perfiwinance tilows,
an increase in socio-emotional support as reinforcement. This proceSs should continue until the
salesperson is assuming significant responsibility and performing as'a Mature individual in terms
of closing sales. This does not mean that the salesperson's work will have less structure, but rather
that the structure can now- be internally imposed by the individual instead, of being externally
imposed by the sales manager. At this point, the evele as depicted by the Life-Cycle Theory of
Leadership-in -Figure 5 begins to become a backward-bending curve and move toward Quadrant .
4 (low-relationship behavior and low-task behavior). Individuals are able not only to structure many
Of the activities in which they engage while working on a specific task, but also are' able to provide
their own satisfaction for interpersonal and emotional needs. At this stage of maturity, individuals

'Thar most classic discussion. ol behavior nunlification. wiper:int conditioning. Itot. been done by B. F. Skinner. See B. F \Skinner;
Science am/ Homan Be/amour New York: Macmillan. 1953.
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tend to be reinforced positively !Ur their accomplishments when the leader does not look over their

shoulder on a specific task and leaves them more and more on their own. It is not that there is less

mutual trust and friendship, but rattier that less interaction time is needed to prove it with mature

Although this theory suggests a basic style for different levels of task maturity, it is not a onc-
._way street. When people begin to behave less maturely for whatever reason (e.g., crisis at home,

change in work technology), it becomes appropriate for the leader to adjust.,behavior backward

through the Life-Cycle curve to meet the present maturity level of his group. For example, a

salesperson is presently working well on his own. Suddenly, the salesperson faces family crisis

that begins to affect his fierf6 mance on the job. _In thisituation, it -intly be appropriate for the

manager moderately to increase structure and socio-emotional support (move back toward Quad:

'rant 2) until the individual regains composure.
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Situation #1

You have just_ come back from a meeting with your superintendent where
he outlined for you a very large and complex problem--the board wants to
develop grade level promotion standards and pilot test them in one school
next year. You feel that you and your staff have the knowledge and experi-
ence to handle this problem. In addition, you have now gotten your group to
be quite open in expressing their opinions and ideas in your staff meetings.
The superintendent has indicated to you that he is anxious for you and your
faculty to take on this task because he feels that it would be helpful to your
career in the district. Your only ,real difficulty with this is that the time
deadline for your decision is quite close. The superintendent expects you to
make the decision but you think the support of your faculty will be helpful.
The superintendent wants your decision by the. beginning of next week.
Which leadership style would you use to approach your people?

he task relevant maturity level of this group is
your leadership style should be . What will you do?

39.
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Situation #2

You have recently been notified that. due to repair work required to
remedy a serious problem with your school's roof, half of your staff and
students must be physically relocated in about four weeks for an indefinite
period of time. The new' location will be in a nearby school which has insuf,.`
ficient enrollment. This new; space is somewhat smaller than the space in
your present location. It will be a tight fit but the superintendent believes
your staff can manage in the building's available space., During the last few
days you have tried to decide who will move and develop an arrangement of
the new area that shoehorns everyone in yet still will be workable. As of
yet, you have not been able to develop a satisfactor- plan. You have all the
limits and parameters of the new area (how much you can spend for rearrange-
ments , which walls are to be fixed, etc. ) . : You also have- passed all of this
information on to your people. Your staff members seems to have accepted
the necessity of the move and have expressed a keen interest in making this
a smooth transition for all concerned, especially the students. Which leader-
ship style would you use in this situation?

The task relevant maturity level of ,this group. is
your leadership style should be . What. will you do?

4a
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Situation #3

Your school just received an expensive set of video cameras and play
back equipment from a local corporation. You are familiar with the equipment
and know how to operate it but your staff members do not yet have the
knowledge and skill needed to operate it. You have 'clemonstrated_the use of
such equipment before and you know your teachers need some training before
they can use it. In fact, some staff members have indicated they would
welcome training.

You would like to have the equipment operating on back-to-school night
so that parents can see a demonstration of the equipment being used with
students. This gives you only three weeks. Which leadership style would
you use?

The task relevant maL,.. :Ly level of this group is , therefore.
your leadership style should be . What will you do?
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Situation #4

Your echool has been asked by you district's central office to develop
and evaluate a new computer literacy curriculum on a pilot basis. The new
curriculum would be worked into the present math program. This will make .
your staff's work very complex and demanding for at least the next four
months. One of the key reasons why your school staff has been approached
to accomplish this job is because of your high level of confidence in them
which you have often expressed in district meetings and to central office
staff. If you and your school succeed, there will probably be significant
recognition for your efforts. There is, also, a fairly high risk or failure
which, while not leading to any penalties,. would mean less district and
community prestige. You and your staff have enjoyed an excellent
relationship with' mutual trust and respect existing among all of you. You
suspect that this might be tested somewhat because of the demands of
introducing a new program while not sacrificing any of the existing
curriculum. However, you strongly feel that the .possible benefits outweigh
the risks and you want to develop the new system. Your response is due by
the end of the month. Which leadership style should you use with your
staff?

The task relevant maturity level of this group is , therefore,
your leadership style should be . What will you do?
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Situation #5

You have been out ill for almost a week. Your first day back, you walk
by two industrial arts classes and notice that proper safety equipment is not
being worn by either students or staff. Your staff members have attended
several meetings where safety requirements have been reviewed, so you are. -
sure they know the rules. Although you don't like forcing people to abide
by rules, you have been able to get results in the past with little or no
argument. You know that the assistant superintendent will be in the building
in a half hour, and will visit the industrial arts area. Which leadership style
do you use?

The task relevant maturity level of this group'is , therefore
your leadership style should be . What will you do'?
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Handout #3
A Leadership Style Role Play

Handout #3 materials were reproduced from the 1980 Structured Experience
Kit, University Associates, Inc., San Diego, California. These materials may
be freely reproduced for educational/training activities and there is no
requirement to obtain special permission for such uses.



STAFF MEETING: A LEADERSHIP ROLE PLAY

Goals

I. To illustrate various styles of leadership and patterns of accommodation:
II. To explore the effects of the interaction of leadership style and pattern of accommo-

dation on individual motivation and decision making.

Group Size

Three to six groups of four to seven members each.

Time Required
Approximately two and one-half hours. Additional time is required if lecturettes are

to be presented.

Materials

I. One Staff Meeting Information Sheet.for each participant.
II. For each work group, one Staff Meeting Role Sheet (principal roles) for One of the

following: Mr./Ms. Trask, Mr./Ms. PUrpull, or MI. /Ms. Wyant.

III. One'or two.Staff Meeting Role Sheets each for Mr./Ms. Upshaw, Mr./Ms. Indoff, and
Mr./Ms. Ambrose (teacher roles) for each work group.

IV. One copy of the Staff Meeting Instructions for Principals Sheet for each work group.

V. Three to six Staff Meeting Instructions for Teachers Sheets for each work group.
VI. One Staff Meeting Topics Sheet for each work group.

VII. Three Staff Meeting Reaction Sheets for each participant-.
VIII. One Staff Meeting Principal's Decision-Sheet for each work group.

IX. Three to six Staff Meeting Teacher's Decision Sheets for each work group.
X. One Staff Meeting Predicted and Actual Results Sheet for each participant and each

work group. (If there are more than three teachers in a group, two sheets for each
group are required.)

XI. One 5" x 8" index card for each participant.
XII. A felt-tipped marker for each work group.

XIII. Newsprint.

Physical Setting

A room large enough to accommodate role playing and discussion. Additional rooms
may be used for the group role-playing sessions ( "staff meetings").

Structured Experience Kit
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Process

I. The facilitator introduces the technique-of role playing and describes the forthcom-
ing role play as an exploration of organizational behavior in schools.

II. The facilitator forms work groups or asks participants to form themselves into work
groups of four to seven members each.

III. He distributes copies of the Staff Meeting Information Sheet and answers any
questions.

IV. The-facilitator appoints a "principal" for each work group or asks each work group to
appoint one. The remaining work group members are "teachers."

V. The facilitator distributes one of the three Staff Meeting "principal" Role Sheets to
each principal, being sure that at -least one copy of.each different principal role is
distributed. He then distributes "teacher" roles to the remaining group members,
being sure that at least one of each Of the three 'different teacher roles is distributed
in each group.

VI. The facilitator distributes cards and markers and asks .each participant to make a
name card indicating his role name and title. If two of. the same teacher roles are
distributed in a work group, an "A" or "B" should be placed in parentheses in front
of the teachers' names to distinguish between the two, i.e:, Mr. (A) Ti hps..aw;
Mr. (B) Upshaw.

VII. The facilitator distributes copies of the Staff Meeting Instructions for Princi-
pals Sheet and the Staff Meeting Instructions for Teachers Sheet to appropriate
participants.

VIII. The participants take a few minutes to study their roles and inst -.lions individually.
The facilitator answers any questions.

IX. The facilitator distributes copies of the Staff Meeting Topics Sheet to each principal.
The principal then conducts staff ineeting #1. (Five to ten minutes.)

X. At the end of the staff meeting, the facilitator distributes a copy. of the. Staff Meeting
Reaction Sheet to each participant.. Participants complete these sheets individually.

XI. Steps IX and X are repeated for staff meetings #2 and #3.
XI I. The facilitator announces that it is now almost the end of the school year and that he

has a memo for each, principal and teacher from the office of the superintendent of
schools. He then distributes copies of the Staff Meeting Principal's Decision Sheet
and the Staff Meeting Teacher's Decision Sheet toihe appropriate participants, who
complete them individually.

XIII. The facilitator distributes copies of the Staff Meeting Predicted and Actual Results
Sheet to the participants and to each group. Each group makes a compilation of its
members decisions on the extra copy of the Staff Meeting Predicted and Actual
Results Sheet and gives the composite :;beet to the facilitator.

XIV. The facilitator displays all group results on newsprint and conducts a general discus-
sion of therole-playing experience, foctising on the goals of the activity.

Variations

1: Groups can be formed in various ways based on known leadership or accommodation
patterns of participants.

41.
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STAFF MEETING INFORMATION SHEET

Union Junior High School is one of the two junior high schools in a suburb of a large
manufacturing city. There are nearly nine hundred students at Union and thirty-three
teachers, 61 percent .of whom are tenured teachers. A principal, assistant principal, two
guidance counselors, a secretary, and two clerks make up the office staff.

The school has a good academic reputation, and efforts are being made to meet the
continually changing needs of the student body. The school building is twenty-five years
old, and the school is organized departmentally with each teacher working individually in a
self - contained classroom.
- School policies and regulations for staff and students are well defined and available in
writing in teacher and student handbooks. This is the principal's sixth year at the school.
While problems arise from time to time, the situation at Union Junior High School seems to
be stable and under control.

STAFF MEETING ROLE SHEET

r./Ms. Trask, Principal

You are the principal of Union Junior. High School. You have been a school administrator for
ten years, and this is your sixth year as principal at this school.

You hav,e been successful as a school administrator because you are task centered. You
have alWays. stressed to your teachers that the job of educating children is a difficult and
demanding one and that all staff members need to exert constant effort to achieve edu-
cational goals.

As a result, while not all teachers consider you their friend, most of them respect you
and comply with your wishes when You make requests of them.

It has been your experience that most teachers do not like to take on any more
responsibility than they have to and, that they prefer to have the principal provide the
leadership. Also, you have found most teachers to be rather lazy and resistant to change. As
a result, you have discovered that "coming on strong" and insisting that teachers follow
your directions produce favorable results in most cases. After all, you are getting paid to
make things happen at your school, and teachers need to realize this.

University Associates; Inc. S.ructured Experience Kit
Son Diego. California
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II. Principals can be rotated to different work groups after each of the first two staff
meetings to enable all teachers to experience different leadership styles. If.this

variation is employed, the discussion at the end of the role play focuses on teachers'

reactions to the three different leadership approaches rather than on the tenure and

transfer decisions.
III. The background situation and role descriptions can be rewritten to suit the back-

grounds or needs of the group.
IV. The facilitator can present a lecturette on the theories underlying the role

descriptions.'

Grid Leadership Accommodation

. Role Style Style Assumptions Patterns

Description (Blake) (Moser) (McGregor) (Presthus)

Trask 9,1 Nomothetic Theory X

Purpull 1,9 Ideographic Theory X

Wyant 9,9 Transac-
tional

Theory YI

Upshaw
Upward Mobile

Indoff
Indifferent

Ambrose
Ambivalent

' See R. R. Blake and J. S. Mouton, Tit/Managerial Grid (Houston, Texas: Gulf, 1964); a M. McGregor, The Human

Side of Enterprise (New York: McCraw-Hill, 1960); R. P. Moser, "The Leadership Patterns of School Superintendents and

School Principals," Administrator's Notebook, September 1957, 6, 1.4; and R. Presthus, The Organizational Society (New

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962). .

Submitted by Ernest M. Schuttenberg.

Originally published in J. W. Pfeiffer & Jones (Eds.), A Handbook of Structured Experiences fo
Human Relations Training (Vol. VI). San Diego, CA: University Associates, 1975.
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STAFF MEETING ROLE SHEET

Mr./Ms. Purpull, Principal
You are the principal of Union-Junior High School. You have been a school administrator. for
ten years, and this is your sixth year as principal at this school.

You have been successful as a school administrator because you are person eliteted It

is very important to you that teachers be satisfied and happy in their work. You have always
made an effort to protect you'r teachers from the sometimes unreasonable demands made on
their time by parents or by the office of the superintendent.

As a result, teachers consider you their friend, and most of them make a real effort to
comply when you occasionally ask them to do something extra around school.

It has 'been. your experience that most teachers do not like to take on any more
responsibility than they have to and that they prefer to have the principal provide the
leadership. You..are willing to do this, but you 'rely on gentle persuasion rather-than direct
orders. After all, it is more important to have a satisfied staff of teachers than to have all your
requests carried out.

STAFF MEETING ROLE SHEET

r.1,11s. Principal

You are the principal of Union Junior High School. You have been a school administrator fin
tell years, and this is your sixth year as principal of this school.

'Vim have been successful as a school administrator because you are both task centered
person centered. You recognize that teachers have individual needs and goals and that

schools have organizational needs and goals. As you work with teachers, you have always
tried to find where these two sets of needs and goals intersect and thus to gain the
,olninitinent of teachers to the quest for educational excellence.

Asa lesnh, teachers regard you as fair and personally interested in them and in the
slinol. You ra.ikc every effort to involve teachers meaningfully in planning, implementing,
ioii various aspects of the school program.

It hit:. bceo your experience that most teachers are willing to assume responsibility and
to \York dil..zently to attain results to which they are committed. After all, if teachers are a
part of planning and decision-making process, they will take pride and satisfaction in
striving to achieve school goals.

Structured Experience Kit
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STAFF MEETING ROLE SHEET

Itir.IMs. Upshacv, Teacher

You are a nontenured teacher at Union Junior High School. Before coming to this school
you taught for two years in an adjacent stale. This is your second year at Union Junior High.

You have, found teaching to be a very rewarding profession. Education is the most
important process in life, and you are proud to be part of an institution thA helps young
people shape their lives. While classroom situations are sometimes difficult, you pride
yourself on your dedication to your duties as an educator.

You have maintained good relationships with all the school administrators with whom
you have come in contact. After all, administrators have difficult jobs and tough decisions to
make. Since you hope to become a principal some day, you are quite willing to go along
with most administrative requests, even if you do not totally agree with some of them.

In short, you like teaching because of the future career opportunities it affords.

STAFF MEETING ROLE SHEET

MOM s. Indoff, Teacher

You are , nontenured teacher at Union Junior High School. Before coming to this school,
you taught for two years in an adjacent state. This is your second year at Union Junior High.

You have found teaching to be a pretty good job, as jobs go. Of course, it is sometimes
di flicult. to put up with the nonsense of the kids in class, but you have developed a way of
putting on a gruff exterior which keeps them in line most of the time. Otherwise, there are
no problems.

With regard to the administration, you do just enough around school so as not to aroe
the adverse attention of the principal. You would prefer to take on as few extra assignments
as possible, especially those that might result in additional work in the evenings or over the
weekends. Evehings and weekends are the only times you can really enjoy life: participat-
ing in spOrts, being active socially, and pursuing your hobbies.

In short, you like teaching because of the free time it gives you off the job.

U.niversititj Associates, Inc.
San Diego, California
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STAFF MEETING ROLE SHEET

M r./ Ms. Ambrose, Teacher
You are a nontenured teacher at Union Junior High School. Before coming to this school,
you taught for two years in an adjacent state. This is your second year at Union Junior High.

You have mixed feelings aboutteaching from your experience to date. On the one hand,
you get a great deal of satisfaction from working with students, helping them learn and
grow. Then, -too, there are the professional status and intellectual stimulation you enjoy
with colleagues Who share the same educational mission.

On the other hand, you dislike the arbitrary-use of power and authority often displayed
\ by the school administration. On a number of occasions you have witnessed decisions made

\ in the principal's office that you knew were not in the best interest of kids. And you do not
\feel that your life is entirely your own since you must .often comply with administrative
decisions that were made without consulting you.

\ In short, you like teaching but dislike schools.

STAFF MEETING INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRINCIPALS SHEET

You are to conduct three five- to ten-minute staff meetings with a small number of the
nontenured teachers on your staff at Union Junior High. The purpose of each meeting is to
discuss a particular problem with the teachers and to enlist their aid in dealing with it.

The approach you take in each staff Meeting should be consistent with your adminis-
trative values and experience as described in your role sheet.

After each of the three staff meetings, you will be asked to make a brief written record_
of any decisions reached, your reactions to the meeting, and your feelings about the
teachers with whom you met.

For the purposes of this activity, it will be assumed that there is approximately a month
between each meeting. The meetings, therefore, are not particularly related in content,
even though you will be meeting the same group of teachers each time.

Structured Experience kit
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STAFF MEETING INSTRUCTIONS,FOR TEACHERS SHEET

You will be asked to attend three five- to ten-minute staff meetings to be conducted by your
principal at Union Junior High. The principal will inform you of the purposes of each
inecting.

The approach you take in conducting yourself at each staff meeting should be con-
sistent with your values, desires, and experiences as described in your role sheet.'

After each of the three staff meetings, you will beaslced to make a brief written record
of any decisions reached, your reactions to the meeting, and your feelings about the
principal and other teachers.

For all purposes of this activity, it will be assumed that there is approximately a,month
between each meeting. The meetings, therefore, are not particularly related in content,
even though you will be meeting the same group; ctf teachers each time.

a
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STAFF liEETING TOPICS SHEET

Staff Meeting #1:
Student behavior has been getting abit out of hand in the cafeteria lately. Ion think
That it would help the situation if an .additional faculty member would serve on
cafeteria duty during each of the three lunch periods to assist the two teachers
already on duty. Meet with your teachers to discuss this problem and seek a
solution.,

Staff Meeting #2:
Student discipline in the classroom has become a problem, judging from the
number of office referrals over the last month. You think that a special faculty study
committee on this subject would serve a useful function. Meet with your teachers to
discuss their `service on such a special committee.

Staff Mieting #3:
The Union PTA has recommended that improved communications be fostered
between parents and teachers. You .feel that a program of home visitations by
teachers would be a help. Meet with your teachers to discuss this problem and their

. part in helping to solve it.

ktruciu,cdExperience
198(.1 nteroational Authors R.V.
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y -name- is:

STAFF MEETING REACTION SHEET

Meking NMnber:

(write in) 1 2 3

(circle one)

Take a few minutes to jot down your reactions to the meeting just completed:
1. Decisions reached or outcome of the meeting:

2.-Your reactions to the meeting:

3. Your feelings about others in the meeting:

University Associates, Inc.
San Diego, California
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STAFF MEETING PRINCIPAL'S DECISION SHEET

My "name" is:

(write in)

It is now near the end of the school year. The superintendent's office has asked you to
proVide a recommendation regarding tenure for each of the nontenured teachers in your
building.

Based on what you know abourthe leachers you have been meeting with over the past
three m-'nths, please recommend each of them by checking the appropriate box on the form
below for each teacher.

Be guided in your decision only by your value system and assessment of their potential
as educators in this school system. Recommend only those teachers from the list whom you
actually met with:

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR TENURE

(Check one box for each teacher you met with )

A.
Upshaw

A.
Ambrose

A.
Indoff

B.
Upshaw

B.
Ambrose

13.

Indolt

I. Recommend
Unequivocally

2. Recommend,
but with
Reservations

--

:3. Do not
Recommend

Structured Experience Kit
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STAFF MEETING TEACHER'S DECISION SHEET

My principal's "name" is: My "name" is:

(write in) (write in)

It is now near the end of the school year. The superintendent's office has asked you to .
make a decision regarding transferring to the other junior high school next year or staying at
Union.

Based on your experience at Union Junior High this year, and especially on the
meetings you have had with your principal, please indicate your decision by checking the
appropriate box on the form below. .

For the purposes of this activity, please assume that your decision will be held in
strictest confidence by the office of the superintendent and that your wishes will be
honored. Be guided in your decision by your value system and the extent of your desire to
work at Union Junior High again next year:

OPTIONS
,

MY DECISION
(Check one box).

.

.

1. Definitely want to stay at
Union Junior High

.

2. Will stay, but with
reservations

.

3. Request a transfer from
Union.

.

University Associates, Inc. Structured Experience Kit
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STAFF MEETING PREDICTED AND ACTUAL RESULTS SHEET

Use the matrices below to record with stroke counts (1111 III ) the actual decisions reached
by participants in the role play. Asterisks (*) indicate those decisions predicted on theoret-
ical bases.

PRINCIPALS

Trask, Principal Ambrose Indoff Upsha w
mI. Rec.nend Unequivocally *

2. Recommend, but with
Reservations

*

3. Do not Recommend *0 *

Purpull, Principal ,... Ambrose Indoff Upshaw
I. Recommend Unequivocally * * *

2. Recommend, but with
Reservations

* *

3. Do not Recommend

\Vyant, Principal Ambrose Indoff Upshaw
1. Recommend Unequivocally * *

2. Recommend, butAvith
Reservations

*

3. Do not Recommend *

Structured E. perience
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TEACHERS

Ambrose, Teacher Trask Purpull .Wyant

1. Definitely Stay *

2. Stay, but with Reservations
*3. Request Transfer

Indoff, Teacher Trask Purpull Wyant

1. Definitely Stay . *

2. Stay, but with Reservations *

3. Request Transfer *

Upshaw, Teacher Trask Purpull Wyant

1. Definitely Stay * *

2. Stay, but with Reservations * *

3. Request Transfer

Unii;ersity Associates;lnc. Structured Experience Kit
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Resource Materials

Films

The Twelve O'clock IIigh and Twelve Angry Men film classics are'
excellent when used as a basis for case studies in situational leadership.
After viewing the film(s) , participants can diagnose leadership styles that the
different characters use with their followers. Films can be rented from Films,
Inc.

r.7

Twelve O'clock High is also available in an abridged video-tape version
from Monad Trainer's Aides.

Situational I2eadership Simulator

A competitive training device designed for participants to use concepts
of situational leadership to analyze and diagnose case situations and make
decisions about appropriate leadership styles. Available through University
Associates, San Diego, California.

Leadership Style Instruments

The Managerial Grid, Blake and Mouton
R.

Five leadership styles are presented with the suggestion that "team
management" is the style. to work toward. Available through Scientific
Management, Inc. , Austin, Texas.

Management Style Diagnosis Test, W . J. Reddin

This self scoring situational leadership inventory on a tri-dimensional-
grid yields predominant style, supporting style, flexibility, and effectiveness
scores. Available through Organizational Tests, Ltd., Fredericton, N.B.
Canada.

Management Appraisal Survey, J. Hall

Self scoring grid representing five styles of management. Available
through Teleometrics International, Conroe, Texas.

List of Instruments with more complete description in Pfeiffer, Jones, and
Heslin's Instrumentation in Human Relations Training. Available through
University Associates, San Diego, California.
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Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, K.C. Briggs and I.B. Myers

The type indicator yields four scores with a personal focus. Traits
measured are relatively value free with an emphasis in co-workers compati-
bility. Not self scoring. Available through Consulting Psychologists Press,
Inc., Palo Alto, California.

Leader Behavior Analysis K. Blanchard, R. Hambleton,
D. Forsyth, and D. Zigarmi

Provides analysis of personal perceptions of leadership style, secondary
style, developing style, flexibility, and style effectiveness. Self scoring.
Available through Blanchard Training and Development, Escondido, California.

LEAD-Self P. Hersey and K. Blanchard

One of the more widely used instruments, it is designed to measure self-
perception of leader behavior-style, flexibility, and adaptability.
Self scoring. Available through University Associates, San Diego, California.
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Sample Training Designs

Goals:

Introduce participants to concepts of leader behaviors and styles.

Objectives:

A. Diagnosis of individual leadership style, style flexibility and effec-
tiveness.

B. Learn background information about leader behavior theory with
emphasis on situational leadership.

C. Obtain some useful experience in application of Life Cycle theory of
leadership.

Training Design A (half-day training)

1. Administer Leadership Style Inventory 15 20 minutes

2. Review development of leader behavior theory: 30 minutes

3. Define situational leadership: 10 minutes

4. Describe Hersey-Blanchard
Theory (Handout #2): 30 minutes

5. Score instrument 15 minutes

6. Q and A 15 minutes

7. Case Situations (Handout #2)
(individually oi- in small groups) or
Ler.dership Role Play* if time
allows (Handout #3) 30 minutes

8. _Wrap-up activity

Training Design B (full day training)

1. Administer Leadership Style Inventory 15 20 minutes

2. Review development of leader behavior theory: 30 minutes

3. Define situational leadership: 10 .minutes

4. Describe Life Cycle Theory 30 minutes
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5. Score instrument 15 minutes

6.. Q and A 15 minutes

7. Case Situations (Handout #2)
(individually or in small groups) or
Leadership Role Play* 30 minutes

8. Show film "Twelve O'clock High" or
"Twelve Angry Men":

cf.

(films should .be carefully previewed
so trainer is able to point to specific
moments in film)

Review leadership style changes of main
characters:

.2 hours,

30 minutes
(individually or in small groups) .\

T

10. Q and A

11. Wrap-up activity

A lengthier training program can be designed by using a con.oination of
the case studies, role play, film, and leadership simulator game.

*
While this role play does not specifically deal with the leadership styles\

presented in the module, with slight modifications, this can be a very ef\fec
tive activity.
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